
Moss Green
(GT002-MG)

Shallow Water
Seaweed Green

(GT002-SG)

Base Wood
(GT002-BW)
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Dab a very small amount of Moss 
Green onto a #3 (Painting) brush, then 
brush onto a paper towel to remove 
excess paint.   With a feather light touch, 
apply over the mossy areas to bring out 
the highlights.  Let the paint dry.

Step 4

Apply Shallow Water Seaweed Green 
over the mossy areas with a #3 (Painting) 
brush.  Be careful not to apply too much 
paint.  Use a light hand (avoid painting 
into the deeper areas) to bring out the 
texture.  Let the paint dry before moving 
to the next step.

Step 3

Step 2

Apply Base Wood to the top surface of 
the roof with a #3 (Painting) brush.  Be 
careful not to apply too much paint.  Use a 
light hand (avoid painting into the deeper 
areas) to bring out the texture in the piece.  
Let the paint dry before moving to the next 
step.

Step 1

4-RF-001 - Round Roof

Painting Guide

Pro Tip: Use a mixture of Bubbles Blue, White, 
Base Gray and Lava Red for a more weathered 
look.  Use a dry brush mixture of Stucco, Lava Red, 
Basew Wod for the wood.

Dab a very small amount of a mixture of 
White and Base Gray (12:1) onto a #12 
(Drybrush) brush, and brush onto a pa-
per towel to remove excess paint.   With 
an extremely light touch, apply over the 
entire surface of the shingles to bring out 
the mid tones.  Let the paint dry before 
moving to the next step.

White + Base 
Gray (12:1)

Base Gray
(GT002-BG)

White
(GT002-W) +
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Painting Guide - 4-RF-007 - Cone Point

Step 1 Apply Base Gray over the entire surface of 
the slate shingles with a a #12 (Drybrush) 
brush.  Then, apply Base Wood to the 
top surface of the roof with a #3 (Painting) 
brush.  Be careful not to apply too much 
paint.  Use a light hand (avoid painting into 
the deeper areas) to bring out the texture in 
the piece.  Let the paint dry before moving 
to the next step.

Base Gray
(GT002-BG)

Step 2

Step 3 Apply a mix of equal amounts of 
Shallow Water Seaweed Green and 
Bubbles Blue over roof peak with a #3 
(Painting) brush.  Be careful not to apply 
too much paint.  Use a light hand (avoid 
painting into the deeper areas) to bring 
out the texture.  Let the paint dry before 
moving to the next step.

Step 4
Dab a very small amount of Golden® 
Artist Colors - Iridescent Copper onto 
a #12 (Drybrush) brush, then brush onto 
a paper towel to remove excess paint.   
With a feather light touch, apply over the 
roof peak to bring out the highlights.  Let 
the paint dry.

Shallow Water
Seaweed Green

(GT002-SG)
Bubles Blue

(GT002-BB)+

Shallow Water
Seaweed Green  +

Bubbles Blue
(1:1)

Golden®
Artist Colors

Iridescent Copper

Find a Golden® Artist Colors store near you at 
www.goldenpaints.com/store_locator

Dab a very small amount of a mixture of 
White and Base Gray (12:1) onto a #12 
(Drybrush) brush, and brush onto a paper 
towel to remove excess paint.   With an 
extremely light touch, apply over the entire 
surface of the shingles to bring out the mid 
tones.  Let the paint dry before moving to 
the next step.

White + Base 
Gray (12:1)

Base Gray
(GT002-BG)

White
(GT002-W) +

Use these techniques for all of the Castle Roofs and Wood Pieces:
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Stone Edge 
Drybrush
(GT002-SE)

Apply Stone Edge Drybrush over the 
entire surface of the wood and lattice with 
a  #12 (Drybrush) brush.  Be careful not 
to apply too much paint.  Use a light hand 
(avoid painting into the deeper areas) to 
bring out the texture in the piece.  Let the 
paint dry before moving to the next step.

Dab a very small amount of Golden® 
Artist Colors - Iridescent Silver onto a 
#1 (Detail) brush, then brush onto a pa-
per towel to remove excess paint.   With 
a feather light touch, apply over the roof 
peak to bring out the highlights.  Let the 
paint dry.

Golden®
Artist Colors

Iridescent Silver

Apply Base Wood over the wooden 
surfaces of the trapdoor with a a #1 
(Detail) brush.  Be careful not to apply 
too much paint.  Use a light hand (avoid 
painting into the deeper areas) to bring 
out the texture in the piece.  Let the paint 
dry before moving to the next step.

Base Wood
(GT002-BW)

Step 2

Step 1

Step 3

Step 2 Stone Edge 
Drybrush
(GT002-SE)

Apply Stone Edge Drybrush over the 
entire surface of the piece with a a #12 
(Drybrush) brush.  Be careful not to 
apply too much paint.  Use a light hand 
(avoid painting into the deeper areas) 
to bring out the texture in the piece.  Let 
the paint dry before moving to the next 
step.

Step 3 Dab a very small amount of Golden® 
Artist Colors - Iridescent Bronze onto 
a #12 (Drybrush) brush, then brush onto 
a paper towel to remove excess paint.   
With a feather light touch, apply over the 
telescope to bring out the highlights.  Let 
the paint dry.

Golden®
Artist Colors

Iridescent Bronze

Step 1 Apply Base Wood over the entire sur-
face of the piece with a a #12 (Drybrush) 
brush.  Be careful not to apply too much 
paint.  Use a light hand (avoid painting 
into the deeper areas) to bring out the 
texture in the piece.  Let the paint dry 
before moving to the next step.

Base Wood
(GT002-BW)

4-RF-006 - Crow’s Nest

Painting Guide - 4-DR-005 - Small Lattice Trapdoor

Find a Golden® Artist Colors store near you at 
www.goldenpaints.com/store_locator

Find a Golden® Artist Colors store near you at 
www.goldenpaints.com/store_locator


